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Coats Sylko EcoVerde Metallic

Coats Sylko EcoVerde Metallic is a highly engineered 
composite thread with a 100% recycled  polyester core for 
machine embroidery and decorative sewing.

Its superior lustre and trouble-free operation has made it 
a popular choice amongst the world’s best embroiderers 
seeking outstanding performance and luxurious 
embellishment.

Coats is pioneering a sustainable future by finding new and innovative ways to create long-term, 
sustainable growth. We are transforming our business, investing in new techniques and technologies, 
and continuously improving our policies, process and programmes in order to create a lasting positive 
impact, that supports businesses, people and our planet. 

Let’s work together to pioneer a sustainable future.

PIONEERING A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE
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Please note this is a colour reference and should be used for guideline purposes only.  We strongly advise against printing this shadecard, as lighting conditions and printer limitations 
may distort the final colour displayed.
 
For a true representation of the desired shade against fabric material, a physical shadecard should be used. 
 
As the application of Coats products may vary considerably it is the responsibility of the user to assure themselves that the product is suitable for the intended end use & meets end user requirements. This 
assurance includes but is not limited to dye fastness under all conditions. Coats will not accept liability for unsuitable or improper use or application of products and will not be responsible for any consequential 
damages caused.                             
 
We make every effort to ensure continuity of shade however a slight variation in shades can occur in threads made with different raw materials and substrates including virgin and 
recycled fibres. 
Please note, that since this shade card is produced with recycled polyester thread, the shades supplied may be slightly brighter in chroma for virgin fibre.                             
 
Coats threads are manufactured and quality controlled to the highest standards possible. Since the conditions of use, washing, pressing and cleaning etc. vary, the purchaser should assure themselves by 
preliminary tests that the dye fastness of the yarn or thread is 100% colourfast to crocking or washing under all conditions. We cannot be responsible for any consequential damages howsoever caused since the 
value of the thread is so disproportionate to the value of the goods into which it is stitched.                            
 
Coats Sylko Eco Verde Metallic is made from a combination of 100% recycled polyester and metallised cover. The resistance to any particular chemical will depend on the individual 
circumstances. Technical advice should be sought from your nearest Coats unit if the application involves chemical treatment. These shades have a pure silver coating & should not be used for embroidery on 
leather goods that have been treated with tannin as oxidation/discolouration could occur; I9681, I9682, I9683, I9684, I8912, I8913, I8911, MT009, MT017, MT018, MT019, MT020. The construction for shades 
I9685 and I8986 is slightly different, the core yarn is viscose in place of 100% recycled polyester and cannot be produced in 100% recycled polyester. Shades I9681, I8926 and I8925 are produced as virgin only.
 
*Shades with aluminum metallised coating should be used where sulfide and tanning chemicals for leathers maybe in use to prevent tarnishing.
Due to the extensive shade range of Sylko EcoVerde Metallic and extreme fluctuations in demand we ask for your understanding that not all shades are available in all markets.

* Shades with aluminum metallised coating should be used where sulfide and tanning chemicals for leathers maybe in use to prevent tarnishing. 

CODE NAME STRIP

I8911 Gov’t gold 1

I8912 Silver 1

I8913 Gold 1

I8914* Copper 1

I8916* Aluminium 1

I8925 Iris 3

I8926* Multicolour 1 3

I9679* Ivy 3

I9680* Bronze 2

I9681 Multicolour 2 3

I9682 Metallic Gold 1

I9683 Sulphur 2

I9684 Harvest 2

I9685 Antique silver 1

I9686 Antique gold 3

MT001* Cobalt 3

MT002* Sapphire 3

MT003* Emerald 3

Index

CODE NAME STRIP

MT004* Ruby 2

MT005* Amethyst 2

MT006* Dark Green 3

MT007* Purple 2

MT008* Dark Purple 2

MT009 Lavender 2

MT010* Rose 2

MT011* Blue Grey 3

MT012* Sky Blue 3

MT013* Turquoise 3

MT014* Black Pearl 1

MT015* Graphite 1

MT016* Yellow Gold 2

MT017 Gold 1 1

MT018 Gold 57 2

MT019 Gold 33 1

MT020 Beige 1

MT021* Red 2


